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Abstract—We study emotion influence in large image social networks. We focus on users’ emotions reflected by images that they

have uploaded and social influence that plays a role in changing users’ emotions. We first verify the existence of emotion influence

in the image networks, and then propose a probabilistic factor graph based emotion influence model to answer the questions of

“who influences whom”. Employing a real network from Flickr as the basis in our empirical study, we evaluate the effectiveness of

different factors in the proposed model with in-depth data analysis. The learned influence is fundamental for social network analysis

and can be applied to many applications. We consider using the influence to help predict users’ emotions and our experiments can

significantly improve the prediction accuracy (3:0-26:2 percent) over several alternative methods such as Naive Bayesian, SVM

(Support Vector Machine) or traditional Graph Model. We further examine the behavior of the emotion influence model, and find that

more social interactions correlate with higher emotion influence between two users, and the influence of negative emotions is

stronger than positive ones.

Index Terms—Emotion influence, image, social networks
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1 INTRODUCTION

EMOTION stimulates the mind 3,000 times quicker than
rational thought [1]. One may make a quick decision

simply because of a particular feeling (e.g., happy, sad, or
angry). Nowadays, people are used to express their daily
feeling directly in the online networking space through texts
and images. Understanding the substantial mechanism of
emotion dynamics can give us insight into how people’s
emotions influence their activities and how the emotions
spread in the social networks.

Recently, image social networks, in which images are
used as the major media to express users’ feeling, opinions
and activities that they are invoked, have been constructed
and attracted billions of users (Flickr 1, Instagram2).

In social networks, if one’s emotional status is changed
by her/his friends’ emotional statuses, we say that there is

an emotion influence. By emotion influence, we mean that a
user’s emotional status is influenced by her/his friends, in
particular through their uploaded images. And image emo-
tion just refers to the emotion an image can bring to users.
In this work, we try to quantify users’ emotions reflected by
images that they have uploaded and social emotion influ-
ence that plays a role in changing users’ emotions.

In existing literature, several researches studied the prob-
lem of inferring emotions in social networks from users’
attributes like posted blogs, locations and calling logs [1],
[2]. These methods mainly considered the text information.
A public report on the Facebook data suggests that images
drive event engagement 100 times faster (e.g., clicking
“like” or adding comment) than text. It is the same case for
the individual emotions, as images stimulate emotions
faster and thus image emotions are easier to affect people.
The difference is that the expression is much more implicit
compared to that using text. For example, in images, people
often prefer to use warm colors like red or pink to express
happiness and cold colors like blue or dark to express sad-
ness. Recently, Machajdik and Hanbury [3] studied the
problem of inferring emotions from images using visual fea-
tures. Some work studied the emotions or visual preferen-
ces of Flickr images [4], [5]. However, these studies do not
consider the interaction between users. In social networks,
users’ behaviors and opinions are strongly influenced by
each other [6], [7]. In image social networks, this can be
reflected as the emotion correlation between images. How
to leverage the correlation to help understand users’ emo-
tions is a challenging question.

To clearly demonstrate the problem we are going to
address in this paper, we give a general framework in
Fig. 1. The input of our study is an image social network
comprised of users and user relations. Each user is associ-
ated with a set of images that she/he uploaded to the social
network. The expected output is the learned emotion
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influence between users in the network. The problem is
non-trivial and has several challenges. First of all, it is
unclear whether such an influence exists in image social net-
works. A more challenging question is how to identify the
emotion influence patterns, as users’ emotions are usually
affected by various complex and subtle factors. Moreover,
how to design a principled model to quantitatively describe
the complex emotion influence among users and images?

In this paper, employing a networking data crawled from
Flickr as our data source, we systematically study the prob-
lem of modeling emotion influence in image social net-
works. We first conduct a matched sampling test to verify
the existence of influence in the image network. We further
propose a probabilistic factor graph model to formalize the
emotion influence learning problem. In particular, the model
considers the following factors: (1) content correlation: how
images’ visual features reflect users’ emotions; (2) temporal
correlation: how a user’s emotion is affected by her/his emo-
tions in the recent past; (3) social correlation: how users’ emo-
tions influence (and are influenced by) their friends’
emotions, and how stable the influence is. The learnt influ-
ence is fundamental for social network analysis and can be
applied to many applications. We apply the learned influ-
ence to help predict users’ emotions. Our experiments show
that our model, by incorporating the emotion influence, can
significantly improve the prediction accuracy (3:0-26:2 per-
cent) compared with several alternative methods such as
Naive Bayesian, SVM (Support Vector Machine) or tradi-
tional GraphModel.We also demonstrate several interesting
case studies on the behavior of the emotion influence model,
which show that more social interactions correlate with
higher emotion influence between two users, and the influ-
ence of negative emotions is stronger than positive ones.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
gives related work. Section 3 proves the existence of emo-
tion influence. Section 4 formally formulates the problem.
Section 5 proposes the emotion influence model. Section 6
and Section 7 show the data observation and experimental
results. Section 8 finally draws the conclusions.

2 RELATED WORK

Existence validation of emotion influence. The existence of emo-
tion influence in image social networks is the basis of our

study [8]. Fortunately, the phenomenon of emotion influence
(a users’ emotion can be affected by his friends) has also
been reported by both psychology and computer science lit-
erature [9]. Hareli et al found that emotions of an individual
influence the emotions, thoughts and behaviors of others
and proposed that organizational dyads and groups inhabit
emotion cycles [10]. Fowler et al. found that people’s happi-
ness depends on the happiness of others with whom they are
connected [2]. Some affective prediction methods have con-
sidered the emotion influence among users in social net-
works [4]. Emotion influence has many applications. For
example, Tang et al. found that using social emotion influ-
ence can improve emotion forecasting by 8 percent [1]. In
this paper, we adopt Flickr data to validate the existence of
emotion influence in image social networks.

Text-based social influence analysis. Previous researches
studied the influence in social networks based on users’
actions [11], [12], opinions [13], blogs and news articles [14],
twitter [15]. However, they only use the text based informa-
tion or actions (e.g. posting a photo). In image social net-
works, such as Flickr and Instagram, the text data or user
actions are rather limited, and such methods can hardly
work. Besides the differences in media (text/image), none
of the above literatures presents such a comprehensive opti-
mization framework. For example, most of them do not con-
sider time variation and just uses a static network [15]. None
of them can model the dynamic influence in such an explicit
way and give optimal possibilities for influence [1], [12],
[15]. In contrast, our framework will consider the time vari-
ation in a dynamic image network, and model the influence
explicitly. We even consider the change of influence over
time, which makes our model more realistic.

The problem of predicting “observed emotions” from a
history is analogous to the well-known problems of social
action prediction or recommendation [16], no matter if the
observed action or preference truly reflect users’ interests.
So in this paper, we focus on measuring and predicting
“observed emotional statement” (in text and images) rather
than the “internal” emotion of users. The bridge between
“observed emotional statement” and internal emotion state
was covered in [10]. A more recent Facebook study [17] also
confirms the relations between user emotions and their
social network activities as well as the emotional influences

Fig. 1. Illustration of modeling emotion influence in image social networks.
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in social networks. Their user studies serve as the user-cen-
tric foundation to our work. Hereafter, the user emotions all
refer to the “observed emotions”—the emotions depicted in
his uploading behaviors.

Affective image classification.Emotional image classification,
also called affective image classification, is an important but
hard problem [18], [19]. This is because emotions are highly
subjective, and difficult to quantitatively measure [20]. Previ-
ous research focused on two crucial aspects for classification
accuracy: training data andmodels. For the training data, the
ground-truth emotions are usually manually labeled, there-
fore it is accurate but few in data number. Facing with the
massive amounts of images in social networks, the above
methods are powerless. Recently, some work has predicted
emotions from images in social networks with images’ tags
and comments [21], [22] or from users’ actions [1]. In this
paper, we also adopt images’ tags and comments to obtain
the emotion labels as the ground truth. For models, the com-
monly usedmethods are based on the machine learning such
as SVM [19], Naive Bayesian [3], and probabilistic models
[23]. Although these methods can achieve pretty good accu-
racies on affective image classification, they are difficult to
incorporate different social influence factors. We try to inte-
grate the traditional feature based image emotion prediction
with social network information. The fusion of the two pow-
erful and essentially different approaches makes it possible
to further improve the performance.

Factor graph model in social network analysis. The structure
of the graphic model is similar as that of social networks, so
it is commonly used for social analysis [24], [25]. A factor
graph is a particular type of graph model that enables effi-
cient computation of marginal distributions through the
sum-product algorithm [26]. Tang et al. analyzed individual
emotional states using the factor graph model [1]. In this
paper, we adopt factor graph to build the emotion influence
model, and the key problem is that which factors should be
taken into account.

3 IMAGE-BASED EMOTION INFLUENCE STUDY

3.1 Data Collection

We randomly download a data set from Flickr. The data set
contains 4,725 users and their uploaded images (in total
1,254,640 images). The users are randomly chosen from
active users of different user groups. Each user is associated
with her/his shared images, contact list and personal infor-
mation. Each image has timestamp, url, tags given by its
owner and comments given by viewers. We define that user
A is a friend of user B if user A has connection (follow action
in Flickr) with user B. In the data set, on average, one user
has 32.9 friends (one-way follow), and 18.6 among those
friends also follow the user (two-way follow).

How to measure emotions is a key question in affective
computing [27]. In our problem, the emotions are defined as
six basic categories according to Ekman’s theory [28], happi-
ness, surprise, anger, disgust, fear and sadness. Facing the vast
scale of social images, manually labeling is powerless.
Instead, we use tags and comments for automatic image
labeling, which is the common method in previous work
[4], [29], [30]. We use WordNet [31] and HowNet [32] dictio-
naries to obtain averagely more than 200 synonyms for each

emotion category, and manually verify them. The numbers
and examples of synonyms for all the emotion categories
are shown in Table 1. For an image, we count the occur-
rences of each emotion synonym category in its tags and
comments, and select the most frequent one (if exists) as the
ground truth. Every image which has a significantly strong
synonym category response (word count for the synonym
category) in its tags or comments is labeled by this method.
And we disregard images that do not have any emotion
synonym or whose best category response is not signifi-
cantly stronger than the second. This way further improves
the labelling accuracy.

This has left us a labeled data set containing 354,192
images uploaded by 4066 users. The network status of the
labeled data set is: one user have 33.4 friends (one-way fol-
low) on average, and 18.8 among them also follow the user
(two-way follow), which is consistent with the network sta-
tus of the whole data set. So we use the labeled data set for
data observation and experiments. We directly model the
emotions reflected in the Flickr images. The correlation
between these images and the users’ true emotions is
beyond the scope of this study.

3.2 Sampling Test

We first need to validate the existence of emotion influence
in image networks. The basic validation method is the sam-
pling test [33]. The users are divided into two groups: the
friend-related group GR and the friend-independent group
GI . Taking the “happy” emotion as an example, a user is
said to be “happy” if most of her/his uploaded images are
labeled “happy” at a specified time. GR contains users who
uploaded images at time t and has one or more friends with
the “happy” emotion at time t� Dt, while GI contains users
who uploaded images at time t and has no friend with the
“happy” emotion at time t� Dt. Finally, we compare the
“happy” ratio of users at time t. The “happy” ratio is
defined as the ratio of “happy” users in each group, e.g.

Ratio ¼ #happy users

#all users
: (1)

Experimental setting. For each group, 50 users are randomly
chosen from our data set. We set Dt ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4 weeks and t
is randomly chosen from March, 2006 to June, 2012 without
overlap. The time interval we choose here is one week. As
in our experiment, we mainly model the long-term

TABLE 1
Examples and Number of Synonyms per Emotion Category

Category # Synonym examples

Happiness 177 pleasure, charming, joyous, brilliant, glad,
delight, sweet, enjoyable, satisfying

Surprise 39 shock, startle, surprising, amazed, astonish,
astonied

Anger 442 annoyance, fury, ire, irritation, rage, wrath,
storming, aggravate

Disgust 241 nauseate, offend, repel, revolt, sicken, nasty
Fear 102 horror, terror, frightful, dread, scare, dismay,

direful
Sadness 432 depressed, unhappy, miserable, discourage,

moody, cried, displeasing
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emotions, just as in [1] (over days) and [34] (over weeks).
We repeat the experiment 10 times to calculate the average
ratio. Intuitively, the more friends have the same emotion,
the greater is their influence. To investigate the effect of the
number of friends, we further divide the friend-related
group GR into two subgroups: subgroup with one or two
friends and subgroup with at least three friends (with the
“happy” emotion at time t� Dt).

Results. Fig 2 shows the results. The average ratio of the
friend-related group GR is higher than that of the friend-
independent group GI , which confirms the existence of
friend influence through images. The results also indicate
more friends with the same emotion usually have bigger
impact. And the downward trend shows that the influence
becomes weakened as time passed, which will be learned
and incorporated in our model. Note that although the
downward trend is very obvious, it may be not as signifi-
cant as one may expect. Actually as we know, emotion influ-
ence between friends, especially in social networks, cannot
be as strong as events in our real life. So the slope here is
meaningful and acceptable.

4 FORMULATION AND SETTINGS

Our goal is to derive the emotion influence in social net-
works from analyzing the emotional states from users’
uploaded images. We have the following intuitions:

1) Users’ emotions are expressed by their uploaded
images in image-based social networks. Note that
here we refer to the “observed emotion” introduced
in Section 2.

2) Users’ emotions at time t are influenced by their
friends’ emotions at the recent past before t.

With the above intuition, we present the problem formu-
lation of modeling the emotion influence from images in
social networks. The social network can be defined as a
graph G ¼ ðV;EÞ, where V is the set of jV j ¼ N users,
E � V � V is the set of relationships among users, e.g.
friendships. Notation eij 2 E indicate user vi and vj are
friends in the social network (In unsymmetrical network
such as Flickr, eij means user vj follows user vi). In this
work, we transform continuous time to discrete time slices
and thus we use “at time t” to refer to the t-th time slice. We
use Et to denote relationship information at time t.

A user vi uploaded a set of images at time t, denoted as

Xt
i. x

t
ij is an element of Xt

i indicating the jth image uploaded

by user vi at time t, which is instantiated as its visual

features. Table 2 summarizes the notations used throughout
this paper.

In our problem, the emotion space C ¼ fcpg is defined as
six most common emotional states, happiness, surprise, anger,
disgust, fear and sadness [28].

Without loss of generality, we treat it as a combination of
several binary classification problems. Given an emotion
cp 2 C, for each image xtik we have a binary variable

ytik 2 f�1; 1g indicating whether the image has the emotion
cp, and for each user vi we have a binary variable

yti 2 f�1; 1g to denote whether the user has the emotion cp
at time t. We can train a model for each emotion cp 2 C, and
combine them to infer the emotions. Our approach to han-
dle each emotion separately is flexible. When all models
suggest negative values for an image/a user at some time, it
means that the image/user has a neutral emotion at the
time. When multiple models suggest positive values, we
can either select the emotion with the highest probability to
be the major emotion of the image/user at the time, or out-
put all the positive emotions, based on the requirement.
This flexibility allows modeling multiply emotions at the
same time, as emotion is rather complex and sometimes we
may have more than one emotion at the same time. We now
formally define the time-varying social network and emo-
tion influence, and formulate the leaning task.

Definition 1. Time-varying social network. The time-varying
social network is denoted as G ¼ ðV; fEtg; fXt

igÞ, where V is
the set of users, t; i iterates over all time slices and users,

etij 2 Et denotes user vi and user vj are friends at time t, Xt
i

denotes images uploaded by user vi at t.

Definition 2. Emotion influence. Social influence from user vi
to user vj at time t is denoted as mt

ij. In our implementation,

we treat is as a binary variable f0; 1g, and use the inferred pos-
sibility as the output weight, indicating the extent to which

user emotion ytj is influenced by user emotion yt
0
i , where t

0 < t.

Learning task. Given a time-varying social network G, let
Q ¼ ðfytig; fytikg; fmt

ijgÞ represents the collection of all the

variables, including user/image emotion variables and

Fig. 2. The result of sampling test for image-based emotion influence.

TABLE 2
Notations

Symbol description

G the whole network containing uploaded image and
connection information

V the set of users in the social network
Et the set of edges at time t
N number of users
T the collections of all the successive time slices,

namely 1,2,3. . .
xtij the vector of visual features of the jth image

uploaded by user vi at time t
Xt
i

the set of images uploaded by user vi at time t

NBtðviÞ the set of vi’s friends at time t
ytij binary variable indicating whether image xtij

has a specified emotion
yti binary variable indicating the emotion of user vi at

time t
mt
ij binary variable indicating the influence of user vi on

vj at time t
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social influence variables. And the target is to find a func-
tion for predicting emotions of all the unlabeled images,
users’ emotions and influence in different time slices:

f : ðG; labeled dataÞ ! Q: (2)

5 EMOTION INFLUENCE MODEL

We propose a factor graph model to infer emotion influence
from images in social networks (Fig. 1). We consider the fol-
lowing aspects: (1) content correlation: a user’s emotion is
induced by visual features of their uploaded images; (2)
temporal correlation: the user’s current emotion has correla-
tions with her/his emotion in the recent past; (3) social corre-
lation: the user’s emotion may be largely affected by his
friends, and the influence relationship does not change fre-
quently within a short time. By leveraging these aspects, we
formulate the emotion influence process as a dynamic factor
graph model. All the correlations are expressed as correla-
tion functions. A correlation function is actually a factor
function in the graph model, mapping values of some ran-
dom variables to non-negative real numbers. In our model,
we choose exponential functions as our correlation func-
tions for the convenience of calculations.

5.1 The Predictive Model

The graphical representation of the proposed model is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. In the model, the above aspects are quan-
tized as different types of factor functions:

� Content correlation function. It contains two parts,
visual feature factor f1ðxtij; ytijÞ, representing the

correlation between image emotion ytij (see Section 4,

ytij 2 f�1; 1g indicating whether an image has the

emotion or not) and its corresponding visual feature
xtij. The other part is image induction factor

f2ðytij; ytiÞ, denoting the emotions of uploaded images

reflect their owners’ emotions.
� Temporal correlation function f3ðyt

0
i ; y

t
iÞ; t0 < t. It repre-

sents the influence of user vi’s emotions in the recent
past t0 on her/his current emotion at time t.

� Social correlation function f4ðyti; ytj;mt
ijÞ. It encodes the

dependence of user vi; vj’s emotion at time t, and

their influence variable mt
ij. To better constrain the

influence, we assume that the influence between two
users is stable over a short time, encoded by stable

correlation factor f5ðmt0
ij;m

t
ijÞ; t0 < t.

Visual feature factor f1 is instantiated as exponential-
linear function:

f1
�
xtij; y

t
ij

�
¼ exp

�
aT � xtijytij

�
; (3)

where ytij 2 f�1; 1g is the binary emotion indicator. xtij is the
visual feature, a is the parameter vector for all the images.
Note that we add a dimension with constant “1” in the fea-

ture vector xtij, and aT � xtij is actually a linear classification.

f1 can be thought of a weak predictor, working directly on
images. We adopt the interpretable aesthetic features [35] as
our visual features, as summarized in Table 3. These fea-
tures contain color features, figure-ground relationship,
shape and composition, which are all emotion related. For
example, the well known five-color combination [36] is
included, which has direct impact on image emotions [37].

The basic assumption in our study is that a user’s emo-
tion can be reflected by emotions of the images she/he
uploaded around that time. Thus we could define the fol-
lowing image induction factor function:

f2
�
ytij; y

t
i

�
¼ exp

�
� bijyti � ytijj

�
: (4)

Usually, a user’s emotion does not change rapidly and
her/his current emotion is highly dependent on her/his
emotions in the recent past. So the temporal correlation fac-
tor function is used to model this phenomenon:

f3ðyt
0
i ; y

t
iÞ ¼ exp

�
� �i � hðt; t0Þ � jyti � yt

0
i j
�
; (5)

where hðt; t0Þ ¼ e�d�ðt�t
0Þ describes the exponential decrease

of influence over time, d is a manually defined parameter,
and �i is the per-user weight parameter.

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the emotion influence model.

TABLE 3
Summary of Visual Features

Name # Short description

Five-color combinations 15 five dominant colors in the HSV color space
Brightness, saturation and their contrast 4 mean brightness, mean saturation and their average contrast
Cool color ratio 1 ratio of color colors. Colors can be divided into cool colors with hue ([0,360])

in the HSV space between 30 and 110 and warm colors.
Clear color ratio 1 ratio of clear colors with brightness ([0,1]) greater than 0.7. The colors whose

brightness less than 0.7 are dull colors.

The column ‘#’ represents the dimension of each feature.
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As validated in data observation in Section 6, the emotion
can be affected by his friends. And the social correlation fac-
tor function is defined to model this effect:

f4
�
yti; y

t
j;m

t
ij

�
¼ exp

�
� �ijj2

�
1� mt

ij

�
� jyti � ytjjj

��
; (6)

where mt
ij 2 f0; 1g is a binary variable, representing at time

t, whether user vi has influence on user vj. �ij is the per user
pair weight parameter.

For stable correlation factor function, we assume that the
social influence is stable, which means that if a friend has a
strong influence on you before, the impact is likely to be
also strong afterwards. This constraint is defined as follows:

f5
�
mt0
ij;m

t
ij

�
¼ exp

�
� hijgðt; t0Þjmt

ij � mt0
ijj
�
; (7)

where gðt; t0Þ ¼ e�t�ðt�t
0Þ with a manually defined parameter

t indicates the decay effect over time, and hij is the per user

pair weight parameter.
As introduced in Section 4, there are several types of var-

iables in the graph factors, e.g.fytig; fytijg; futijg, and we pack
them into one variable vector Q to facilitate explanations.
There are quite a lot of free parameters in the formulation,
including a, fbig, f�ig, f�ijg, fmijg, where �i iterate over

users, and �ij, mij iterate over user pairs. To avoid possible

over-fittings, we transform these user pair variables to one
user variables. That is, we assume �ij ¼ �i, hij ¼ hi, 8j 2 V .

We denote u ¼ ða; fbig; f�ig; f�ig; fhigÞ.
Given the definitions of the above factor functions, we

define the probability of P ðQjG; uÞ as follows:

P ðQjG; uÞ ¼
1

Z
�

Y
vi2V;t2T

Y
xt
ij
2Xt

i

f1
�
xtij; y

t
ij

�
�

Y
vi2V;t2T

Y
xt
ij
2Xt

i

f2
�
ytij; y

t
i

�

�
Y

vi2V;t;t02T
f3
�
yt
0
i ; y

t
i

�
�

Y
vi2V;t2T

Y
et
ij
2Et

f4
�
yti; y

t
j;m

t
ij

�

�
Y

vi2V;t;t02T

Y
et
0
ij
2Et0 ;et

ij
2Et

f5
�
mt0
ij;m

t
ij

�
;

(8)
where Z is a normalization term. We then define the objec-
tive function as

OðQ; uÞ ¼ logP ðQjG; uÞ: (9)

Challenges of the proposed emotion influence model are
mainly two-fold. The first challenge is how to model the
complex interdependency and correlation among several
factors, e.g., user emotions are closely related to images
emotions, and the emotions of users will influence one
another and spread in a time-varying social network. The
second challenge is due to the unobservability of latent fac-
tors. According to our definition in Section 4, both user emo-
tion and emotion influence are unobservable. Therefore, it is
not straightforward for model learning and inference.

5.2 Model Learning and Inference

Our goal is to estimate an optimal parameter u and obtain
the appropriate variables Q from the input graph to maxi-
mize the objective function OðQ; uÞ defined in Eq. 9, i.e.,

Q
$
; u

$ ¼ argmax
Q;u
OðQ; uÞ: (10)

In this subsection, we present a variant of the hard EM
algorithm to address the optimization. For clarity, we
rewrite the objective function as

O ¼
X

vi2V;t2T

X
xt
ij
2Xt

i

aT � xtijytij þ
X

vi2V;t2T

X
xt
ij
2Xt

i

�bijyti � ytijj

þ
X

vi2V;t;t02T
��ie�d�jt

0�tjjyti � yt
0
i j

þ
X

vi2V;t2T

X
et
ij
2Et

��ijj1� mt
ij � jyti � ytjjj

þ
X

vi2V;t;t02T

X
et
0
ij
2Et0 ;et

ij
2Et

�hije�t�jt
0�tjjmt

ij � mt0
ijj � logZ:

(11)

The general idea can be classified to the hard Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm, and is summarized in
Algorithm 1. Note that in our algorithm, there are no
explicit separate learning and inference. Instead, the param-
eters are tightly correlated to the data (e.g. per user parame-
ters). The optional marginal distribution calculation can be
thought of the “inference” counterpart.

Algorithm 1. The Learning and Inference Algorithm

Input: G, learning rate �
Output: u=(a, fbig, f�ig, f�ig, fhig).
Q ¼ ðfytig; fytijg; fut

ijÞg
Initialize parameters randomly
repeat
%Use max-product belief propagation to update Q
Q argmaxQOðQ; uÞ
%Update parameter u
repeat
Use Gibbs Sampling to obtain a sample collection of Q,
according to u, e.g.
Q1;Q2; :::QC , and let
EQjuðFðQÞÞ � 1

C

PC
i¼1 FðQiÞ

Calculate @O
@u
¼ FðQÞ � EQjuðFðQÞÞ

Update u u+� @O
@a

until convergence;
until convergence;
%Optional
Run general belief propagation to get marginal distributions
for individual variable elements ofQ

Given a fixed set of model parameters, we find the opti-
mal latent variables which maximize the target objective
function, and for a given set of latent variables, we optimize
the model parameters for maximization. The two steps are
iterated until convergency.

The main challenges lie in the second step. First, the
irregular connections of latent variables fytijg and fmt

ijg
greatly increase the objective function’s complexity. Second,
the normalization term Z is hard to compute as it needs to
sum over the exponential combinations of variable assign-
ments. These all make the objective function’s gradients
with respect to model parameters very hard to calculate,
preventing us to easily employ a gradient based algorithm.
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To address the problems, we utilize the graph structure and
use a Gibbs sampling based approach to approximate the
gradient. Note that some variables (ytij) are already labeled,

and treated as constants during optimization.
It is clear that by introducing some variable function

FðQÞ, the objective function (Eq. 11) can be rewritten as

O ¼ 1
Z e

uTFðQÞ. To make it easier to follow, we list the compo-

nents of FðQÞ as follows:

Component in u Corresponding part in FðQÞ
a

P
vi2V;t2T

P
xt
ij
2Xt

i
xtijy

t
ij

bi

P
t2T

P
xt
ij
2Xt

i
�jyti � ytijj

�i
P

t;t02T �e�d�jt
0�tjjyti � yt

0
i j

�i
P

t2T
P

et
ij
2Et �j1� mt

ij � jyti � ytjjj
hi

P
t;t02T

P
et
0
ij
2Et0 ;et

ij
2Et �e�t�jt

0�tjjmt
ij � mt0

ijj

Update Q. This step is to obtain an optimal Q given a
fixed set of parameter u, e.g. Q� ¼ argmaxQOðQ; uÞ This
is actually the inference on a given graph model, and we
use a standard max-product belief propagation algorithm
[38] to infer the best value given the current parameter
configuration.

Update u. For our objective form O ¼ 1
Z e

uTFðQÞ the deriva-

tive is @ðOÞ
@u
¼ FðQÞ � EQjuðFðQÞÞ [39]. The derivative obvi-

ously corresponds to the original variables, e.g.

@O
@a
¼

X
vi2V;t2T

X
xt
ij
2Xt

i

xtijy
t
ij

� E
X

vi2V;t2T

X
xt
ij
2Xt

i

xtijy
t
ijja;bi; �i; �i; hi

0
B@

1
CA:

(12)

The above shows that in order to obtain the gradient,
EðFðQÞÞ is also required, which is however intractable. We
find that Gibbs Sampling is a great tool for our problem.
The basic idea is, given u, we use the Gibbs Sampling to
obtain a collection of Q. The samples are used to obtain a
collection of FðQÞ, which are further used to give an esti-
mate of EðFðQÞÞ. The Gibbs Sampling process works on a
sequence of variables. We denote Q ¼ fq1; q2; :::qng. We first

pick some initial value Qð0Þ. For each iteration i > 0, we

sample variable q
ðiÞ
j from the conditional distribution

p̂ ¼ p
�
qjjqðiÞ1 ; . . . ; q

ðiÞ
j�1; q

ði�1Þ
jþ1 ; . . . ; qði�1Þn

�
: (13)

And the only remaining question is that how to calculate
p̂. To simplify the description, we again rewrite our objec-

tive function as OðQ; uÞ ¼
P

i
uiFiðQiÞ
Z , where each Qi � Q is

the elements of a factor node. The problem is equivalent to
the calculation of

pðqjQ� q; uÞ ¼ e

P
i2I

uiFiðQiÞ � e
P

i 62I
uiFiðQiÞ

Z�pððQÞ�qjuÞ ; (14)

where I is the index set for factors containing q. Note that
our variables are all binary variables, and we have

W ¼ pðq ¼ 0jQ� q; uÞ
pðq ¼ 1jQ� q; uÞ ¼

e
P

i2I uiFiðq¼0;Qi�fqgÞ

e
P

i2I uiFiðq¼1;Qi�fqgÞ

¼ e
P

i2I uiðFiðq¼0;Qi�fqgÞ�Fiðq¼1;Qi�fqgÞÞ:

(15)

Finally we have pðq ¼ 1jQ� q; uÞ ¼ 1
Wþ1. Note that in our

sparse graph, I is usually a small set, and each update of
the sampling process only involves a small set of variables.

Here we can get the gradient with respect to parameters
u, and then we use a standard gradient method to obtain an
optimal u.

6 DATA OBSERVATION

In this section, we evaluate the rationality of the model fac-
tors by statistical data observations on our labeled data set
of 354,192 images uploaded by 4,066 users.

6.1 Content Correlation

Factor f1 is determined by visual features of images. We test
whether there exist explicit correlations between the visual
features and emotions by Canonical Correlation Analysis
(CCA). CCA is a statistical approach suitable for multidi-
mensional data [40], which can explicitly show that how
related two random vectors are, to the maximal possible
extent compared with simple correlation methods like Pear-
son analysis. To comply with the requirements of CCA,
emotions should be quantitatively described. Here we
adopt the image-scale space, composed of two dimensions
warm-cool and hard-soft [36], to represent emotions. Each
labeled image in our data set is assigned by the image scale
according to its tags and comments using the method in
[41]. We have two sets of variables, X ¼ fx1; x2; ::; x21g rep-
resenting visual features and Y ¼ fwc; hsg indicating the
image scale. CCA will find linear combinations of the x’s
and the y’s that have maximum correlation with each other.
The final result on our data set shows the maximum correla-
tion coefficient 0:74, indicating that there exists considerable
correlation between the visual features and emotions.

6.2 Temporal Correlation

To better illustrate the temporal factor f3, we track the users’
emotion over time. Fig. 4a shows the temporal correlation
rate RateT of randomly selected 2500 users (n ¼ 2500) dur-
ing a month (d ¼ 1; 2; ::; 29). RateT is the average rate of
users with the same emotion between time t and tþ d,
defined as:

RateT ¼
1

n

Xn
i¼1

P
#Same emotion

�
vti; v

tþd
i

�
#ftg : (16)

#ftg is number of tested t and tþ d pairs for user vi (user vi
uploaded images at the two time points). The overall ten-
dency is downward, showing that the emotion similarity
drops for longer time intervals. This confirms the correla-
tion between a user’s current emotion and her/his emotions
in the recent past.

6.3 Social Correlation

To better examine the factors f4 and f5, we generalize
the statistical view of the social correlation in Section 3.2,
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by counting general user pairs and test whether they
have the same emotions. This test further tell us whether
one’s emotions could influence her/his friends. We ran-
domly choose n ¼ 1000 users and their uploaded images.
Fig. 4b shows the similarity rate RateI for friends and
non-friends, defined as:

RateI ¼
1

n

Xn
i¼1

#Same emotionðvti; NBðviÞtþdÞ
#NBðviÞ

; (17)

where Same emotionðvti; NBðviÞtþdÞ is a function counting
the number of users of group NBðviÞ at time tþ d with the
same emotion as user vi at time t. Note that we do not require
members of NBðviÞ to have an emotion at tþ d. d is the time
interval, ranging from 1 to 12 weeks. For test of friends,
NBðviÞ is defined as friends of vi, and for test of non-friends,
NBðviÞ is chosen randomly. The result shows the influence
rate of friends is greater than that of non-friends, indicating
significant emotion influence among friends.

7 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the emotion prediction accuracy
of images using the proposed model and then analyze how
social factors help improve the inferring performance. To
make the optimization easier, we use a subnet containing
954 users and 50; 000 labeled images. For 40 percent of the
labeled images, we ignore their labels during model calcula-
tion, and their labels are only used for testing. Finally, we
give a qualitative case study to further demonstrate the
effectiveness of the method.

7.1 Model Performance

We compare the proposed model with alternative baseline
methods for emotion prediction of images. The data config-
uration for the baseline algorithms is the same as our model,
e.g. 60 percent for training and 40 percent for testing. The
three baseline methods are as follows:

� Naive Bayesian (NB). The method directly uses the
same visual features as our model to train a classifier.
This method is used for traditional affective image
classification and achieves good performance [3].

� SVM. SVM directly uses the visual features as our
model to train a predictive model. This method is
adopted for content-based affective image classifica-
tion [19].

� Graph Model (GM). The method is proposed for learn-
ing to infer emotions from images in social networks
[4]. We combine their factors of social correlations
and the visual features used in our model.

We evaluate the performance by Accuracy. Accuracy is
the proportion of true results (both true positives and true
negatives), where true positive is the number of positive
data correctly predicted as positive; and true negative is the
number of negative data correctly predicted as negative.

Table 5 shows the comparison performance results of our
model and the above baseline methods. For all the six emo-
tion categories, the average accuracy of the proposed model
achieves 75.00 percent. Using the same features, we find
that the Naive Bayesian method is totally invalid. The pro-
posed model can achieve better performance with an aver-
age 26:2 percent accuracy improvement. For SVM and
Graph Model, our model can achieve an average 3.5 percent
improvement on Accuracy than SVM and 3.0 percent
improvement than Graph Model.

Specially, the performances of our model and Graph
Model show a marked advance when classifying images
with negative emotions. For example, in case of anger cate-
gory, the accuracy of our model is 4.1 percent higher than
SVM. It can be seen from Table 4 that the negative images are
relatively rare. Besides, the visual features of those images
are very similar. Let’s take anger and fear as an example.
Anger images are dull and cool, while fear images are dull
and cool as well. So the classification of negative images is
rather challenging. Our model and Graph Model show a
noticeable improvement in classifying negative images, indi-
cating the effectiveness of temporal and social correlations.

Furthermore, our model achieves higher performance on
average than Graph Model. The social correlations of Graph

Fig. 4. Data observation results.

TABLE 4
Number of Images per Emotion Category

Happiness Surprise Anger Disgust Fear Sadness

166,482 35,735 28,798 15,645 57,321 50,211
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Model are only the uploaded time and owner of an image,
which our model captures and leverages more, such as tem-
poral correlation (f3), social correlation (f4) and stable corre-
lation (f5). These factors have made contributions to
improve prediction performance.

However, when classifying images labeled with happi-
ness, the performance of our method is marginally lower
than SVM. We assume that this is because the happy images
hold a rather large proportion of training samples. So it is
natural that the SVM method turns out better. However,
when it comes negative emotion categories with few train-
ing samples, the performance of SVM hurts obviously. So
our model is capable of handling the unbalance of the num-
ber of different emotional images.

7.2 Factor Contribution Analysis

In the predictive model, we incorporate content, temporal
and social correlation factors. Since the content correlation
are the basic factors for inferring image emotions, here we
investigate how temporal correlation (f3), social correlation
(f4) and stable correlation (f5) help improve the perfor-
mance. We test the contribution for each factor function by
removing it from the model in turn and compare the predic-
tion performance.

Table 6 shows the results of factor contribution analysis.
For most emotion categories, we can see the descending on
Accuracy when removing each of the three factors. Previous
researches have revealed that social information plays an
important role in text-based prediction task in social net-
works [8], [14]. Our results further verify that the social
information can also help improve the prediction perfor-
mance of image-based tasks. Among the three factors, stable
correlation (f5) has the most contribution, which further
indicates the users’ emotion influence is not short-lived but
last for some time; temporal correlation (f3) has the most
contribution for happiness and sadness, indicating that
these two emotions have a lasting temporal influence; social
correlation (f4) has the most contribution for surprise and
anger, which means these two emotions have strong influ-
ence among social friends.

7.3 Case Study

Since it is very hard to find an objective way to evaluate the
whole influence results, we would like to show some inter-
esting cases to demonstrate the effectiveness of the model.

We randomly pick up 412 users from our data set. Then
we collect the images they uploaded and their behaviors on
Flickr, such as publishing comments. By leveraging this
information, we discover several interesting as well as
important phenomenons.

More social interactions lead to higher emotion influence
between two users. To better explore the correlation between
emotion influence and user’ social interactions, 412 users’
behaviors are analyzed. If user vi comments an image pub-
lished by user vj, we call that there is a social interaction
between user vi and user vj. Thus the average interacting
frequency of different emotion influence v can be defined as:

Frequencyv ¼
X
i;j

¼ #interaction timesði; jÞ
#all user pairsðvÞ : (18)

Using the proposed emotion influence model, we first get
the predicted emotion influence between every two users.
Then, we classify the prediction results to different emotion
categories. We further compute the average interacting fre-
quency of every two users according to the above equation.
Given these results, we investigate the correlation between
emotion influence and social interaction for different emo-
tion categories. We clearly depict our observation in Fig. 5.
For the bar graphs in Fig. 5, their horizontal axes represent
the different value intervals of the predicted emotion

TABLE 5
Performance Comparison between Our Model and Baseline

Methods (%)

Emotional Accuracy

categories NB SVM GM Our Model

Happiness 55.35 63.74 56.90 61.40
Surprise 42.55 72.80 79.67 77.78
Anger 43.39 73.09 70.80 77.19
Disgust 45.34 78.94 75.52 83.63
Fear 50.08 69.29 79.35 73.98
Sadness 56.17 71.05 68.76 76.02
Average 48.81 71.49 72.04 75.00

TABLE 6
Contribution of Different Factor Functions by Performance

Comparison of Emotion Prediction (%)

Emotional Accuracy

categories Model Model-f3 Model-f4 Model-f5

Happiness 61.40 59.65 60.23 59.94
Surprise 77.78 77.49 75.73 75.73
Anger 77.19 76.02 75.73 75.73
Disgust 83.63 85.09 83.63 83.63
Fear 73.98 72.81 72.81 72.51
Sadness 76.02 73.98 74.85 74.85
Average 75.00 74.17 73.83 73.73

Model-f3 represents removing temporal correlation factor, Model-f4 repre-
sents removing social correlation factor, Model-f5 represents removing stable
correlation factor.

Fig. 5. The correlation between emotion influence and social interaction.
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influence, while their vertical axes represent the average
frequency of social interactions. It can be found that for
most emotion categories, with the increase of the emotion
influence, the overall trend of the average interacting fre-
quency is growing too. This phenomenon indicates that
more social interactions correlate with higher emotion influ-
ence between two users. The fact corroborates our common
sense and validates the effectiveness of our method.

Disgust is a special categorywith an opposite trend.Taking that
a step further, Table 7 shows the correlation varies. We can
see that for happiness, surprise, anger, fear and sadness, with
the increase of the emotion influence, the average users’ inter-
acting frequency grows. But another interesting phenomenon
is that in the case of disgust, the rule works contrariwise. Dis-
gust is one prototypic emotion with multiple reaction pat-
terns which are linked to a set of aversive experiences and a
unique mode of experiencing morality [42]. Thus the feeling
of disgust is highly subjective. Some people feel disgusted
when seeing dense patterns, while some people feel nothing
about it, but are extremely disgusted seeing fluffy things.
That is to say, even if our closest friend feels extremely dis-
gusted, we may not be influenced at all. The second reason
we assume to explain the phenomenon is that expressing
one’s disgust may hurt the others’ feelings so that close
friends are less likely to leave comments to reveal their opin-
ions, while strangers can relieve their feelings thoughtlessly.

The influence of negative emotions is stronger than positive
ones. Based on the discussion above, we can further explore
the correlation on higher dimensions. We classify the emo-
tion categories into positive emotions and negative emo-
tions. Positive emotions mainly contain happiness, while
negative emotions contain anger, fear, disgust and sadness.
Although positive emotions only have one type, half of the
labeled images fall into the happiness category. So the
amount of positive and negative images are nearly the

same. Deriving from Table 5 , we compare the prediction
results of our model with traditional GM. It seems that
when taking the proposed temporal and social correlation
factors into consideration, compared to the improvement of
classifying positive images, the performance of classifying
negative images improves more significantly. That means
temporal and social correlation plays a more vital role in
classifying negative images, indicating that the influence of
negative emotions is stronger.

7.4 Error Analysis

At last, we would like to give our analysis on the possible
sources of the errors based on the prediction results of the
proposed model.

1) Noise and missing data. The data preparation by using
the user-given tags to build the ground truth is
widely used in existing research on big data analysis.
This is a practical idea under the situation when
there is no existing ground truth and manually label-
ling the ground truth is mission impossible for a
large-scale data set. But it also may introduce some
noise. Not all the users are active, or the user may
wrongly label her/his mood.

2) Other factors. In this paper, we assume that in image
social networks, people’s emotions are expressed and
spread by their uploading and sharing images. Quan-
titative analysis of causal influence is a very difficult
challenge, which is not the focus of this paper. We
select a task of emotion prediction of images to quan-
titative evaluation of the proposed influence model.
The model incorporates various pivotal factors
including image content, temporal correlation and
social correlation with their weights. And the experi-
ments validate the effectiveness of these factors.

TABLE 7
The Correlation Varies According to Different Emotion Categories

Explanation for the emotions of some example images: the majestic landscape in the surprise category makes us amazed and astonished; lots of things
clustered randomly in the disgust category make us nauseated; natural disasters make us afraid and building a lonely climate under the big scene lets us
scared in the fear category.
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8 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we study a novel problem of modeling emo-
tion influence in image social networks. We first examine
the existence of the image-based emotion influence among
friends. Then, an emotion influence model is proposed to
combine uploaded images, users’ emotion and their influ-
ence. We evaluate the proposed model on a large image
data set. The experiments show that our model is much
more effective on inferring emotions from social images
than traditional classifiers. A case study further demon-
strates that the prediction of the emotion influence is consis-
tent with the reality.

Emotion is one of the most important user behaviors and
presents a fundamental research direction. As the future
work, it is intriguing to extend the peer influence study to
group conformity behavior, such as how a user’s emotion
conforms to the community she/he belongs to. It is also
interesting to further study how the users’ emotions corre-
late with their social actions. There are many real applica-
tions of emotion analysis such as recommendation and
social advertising.
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